
 

 

How much does window tint 

cost? 
Window tinting varies depending on your geographical location, how 

many shops are in your local area, how much time a shop spends on 

each vehicle, what type of tint is being installed, and whether a shop is 

fully insured, pays taxes, and has a legitimate business. Average “full 

wrap” prices. Which includes all side windows and rear glass can vary 

between $180 - $500+ if you are having premium ceramic tint installed. 

Are all tints the same? 
No, there are varying different types of window tint qualities from 

different brands and manufacturers. In general, Dyed, Carbon, and 



Ceramic are the most widespread products sold and applied to 

automotive owners.  

Dyed film has been a staple of the industry for decades, but can fade 

and discolor over time, it is also the most common and inexpensive. If 

you go to a shop and ask for tint without specifying brands, odds are 

they will be applying a dyed film. Dyed films look nice and can work 

well for many years, but do not offer any heat rejecting properties. 

Carbon films are newer technology that are what you would consider 

the “mid-grade” of window tint. Lasts longer than dyed, without the 

fading issues, and some of the better-quality carbon film brands even 

offer slight heat reduction. 

Ceramic window films are the latest and most high-tech films available. 

Any quality ceramic film will block 85%+ of heat coming from coming 

through the glass, offering noticeable and real heat reduction to your 

vehicle. These films also cannot discolor and fade over time due to the 

ceramic technology used. The down side of these films is the cost, a roll 

of ceramic film can cost 5-10x what a roll of dyed film with cost a tint 

installer, which means significantly higher cost for a customer to have a 

ceramic film installed on their vehicle. 

What if I want different shades 

for different windows? 
Most tint shops will be happy to offer different shades for different 

windows, this request should not change the price of a window tint 

application significantly, if at all. For example, many customers want 

darker rear glass or front sun visor to reduce the effects of the sun, 



some people want darker back windows for greater privacy or for 

children who are more sensitive to the sun. 

How long does a window 

tinting appointment take? 
Window tint appointments can take anywhere from 1-5 hours depends 

on the complexity of the vehicle, type of tint being installed, and how 

many windows are being tinted. Our recommendation is to “not rush 

art”, if your tint installer is working on your vehicle within the window 

you are scheduled, letting them take their time to complete the 

installation is always in your best interest! 

Is ceramic window tint worth 

the extra cost? 
At Visual Pro Detailing, we install a lot of ceramic tint, and often get 

asked about the cost. Is it worth it? In our opinion, ceramic tint is 

usually worth the extra cost in the following conditions. 

1. You are going to own the vehicle for at least a couple of years. 

2. You are interested in keeping your vehicle significantly cooler, 

rather than just having a darker interior and a better aesthetic 

look to your vehicle. 

3. The additional cost of ceramic tint is not cost prohibitive to you. 

While any tint is better than no tint, we also understand that 

everyone has a different budget when having tint applied to their 

vehicle. This is a factor when deciding on whether to have ceramic 



tint applied or a less expensive but still quality dyed or carbon 

tint. 

Is darker tint better? 
Darker tint is a total preference to the customer! Some prefer 

extremely dark 5% for privacy and aesthetic appeal, others want more 

functional tint that is strictly Illinois legal. At Visual Pro Detailing, we are 

not the arbiter of your tastes and preferences. If it is a tint shade that 

we stock, and that is what you prefer to have on your vehicle, we are 

more than happy to apply it for you. If you are unsure of how dark to 

go, we would be more than happy to give you our opinion and options 

based on your input. 

What are the window tinting 

laws in Illinois? 
In the state of Illinois, cars can legally have no darker than 35% shade, 

and the front windshield can have no more than a 6-inch sun visor. 
For trucks, vans, and SUV’s, the front windshield can have no more than 

a 6-inch sun visor, 50% on the front windows, but can have any shade 

on the back side windows and rear glass. 

At Visual Pro Detailing, we will notify you the legality of the tint you 

would like installed and will install and shade we stock that you prefer. 

Please note: Driving a vehicle in Illinois with illegal tint is 100% the 

responsibility of the driver of the vehicle. 



What do the percentages mean 

when discussing tint? 
When discussing percentages of tint, the LOWER the percentage, the 

DARKER the tint will be. For instance, 5% tint only allows 5% of visible 

light through the glass, 35% allows 35% of light through the glass, etc.. 

Having darker tint does NOT mean your vehicle will stay cooler, for true 

heat rejecting properties only carbon and ceramic films provide these 

benefits. ALL quality window tint provides 99%+ UV blocking, which is 

different than Infrared(heat). 

 

What happens after my 

windows are tinted? 
After window tint application, there is a 2–4-week cure period (which 

may be significantly longer during extreme cold) where the slip solution 

used to apply the tint will cure out. MOST bubbling, moisture, and 

visible issues will cure and fade away during this cure period, but tint 

shops do not install in a vacuum, and even with the most meticulous 

installs there may be some contamination in a tint application. Darker 

shades go a long way in “hiding” imperfections in a tint install but 

having a perfect install with no visible contamination under all lighting 

is an unrealistic expectation for most circumstances. 

 



Can old tint be removed? 
Old window tint can be removed, but this is a very time consuming and 

sometimes expensive process. Any tint shop will likely charge for the 

time that takes to remove the old tint, the adhesive that was bonding it 

to the glass, and prep the surface for new tint. 

 

Want to know more? We would love to be your window tint installer 

of choice. If you would like to schedule Visual Pro Detailing to be your 

window tint provider, give us a call at (618) 983-9706, or visit our 

website at www.visualprodetialing.com  

 

 

 

http://www.visualprodetialing.com/

